
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR INFLUENCERS

DreamInfluencers ApS
Øster Allé 48, 4. tv (niveau 5),
2100 København Ø
CVR: 38693360

These general terms and conditions (“Terms”) govern your access to and use of applications,
websites, content, products and services (“Platform”) provided by DreamInfluencers, Øster Allé 48,
4. tv (niveau 5), 2100 København Ø, CVR no. 38693360 (“DreamInfluecers”).

The terms apply unless they are expressly deviated from or modified by other written agreements.

These terms and conditions are accepted by the influencer/user/account holder when creating their
account.

1.2 According to these Terms, the following words and expressions shall mean:

1. "Campaign" means: i) the individual collaboration between an influencer and a company,
including any task, project or job that the Company offers to the Freelancers using the
Platform.

2. The "Influencer" is the person who, by creating an account with DreamInfluencers, may
represent a company and participate in a campaign with a specified remuneration.

3. "Company" means the user who creates a branded company profile in order to offer a
Campaign using the Platform.

4. "Platform" the user interface on which influencers and companies can log in and register
and thereby enter into collaborations with each other.

5. The "collaboration" involves agreements and communication (which will be agreed upon)
between the influencer and the company through the platform.

6. "Product" means the service Dreaminfluencers provides and facilitates in the form of
influencer marketing for companies by subscription payments and customized one-off
payments respectively.

i) The product is a platform that connects companies and influencers.



ii) On the platform, a company can create campaigns that are available to all
affiliated / connected influencers. The companies must describe their campaign and
what they offer influencers when creating it. Furthermore, they must state what they
expect from their collaboration with the individual influencer as well as the
remuneration provided to the influencer in connection with the campaign.

1. USE
The following rules and conditions apply to DreamInfluencers and you as an influencer. Rules and
conditions apply to all influencers (users) who have entered into cooperation with
DreamInfluencers by signing up and using the DreamInfluencers platform, as well as the company
that the Influencer must represent. It may be necessary to make changes to these conditions,
possibly on the basis of changes in legislation, which is why DreamInfluencers reserves the right to
make changes herein. If changes have been made, the "last updated" date will be corrected and
the influencer will be made aware of any changes.

2. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DREAMINFLUENCERS AND THE INFLUENCER
There is no employment relationship between DreamInfluencers and the influencer (user).
Therefore, the influencer is not entitled by labor law.

It is the Influencer's own responsibility to disclose any income in the form of cash settlement, value
of gifts or other fees to SKAT that they have received.

It is the Influencer's responsibility to continuously update his contact information.

3. COMPENSATION
The influencer's compensation will vary depending on the campaign in question. In the campaigns,
there will be an opportunity for the influencer to earn money, receive free or sponsored products,
services, gift cards, vouchers, etc. Everything an influencer receives from a company is taxable.

In special cases, DreamInfluencers may be required to pay a commission fee to the influencer, as
a commission settlement between the influencer and the company from which this influencer may
have undertaken a task. All cash or gifts to the influencer come from companies that collaborate
with DreamInfluencers.

3.1 Paid collaborations
If paid collaborations are entered into through the platform, the conditions for your Wallet will apply.

4. OBLIGATIONS
4.1 Obligations towards the company

As an influencer you acknowledges and agrees that your relationship with a Company is that of an
independent contractor, and there is no employment relationship between the Company and the
Influencer. The Influencer will not act in a manner that expresses or implies a relationship other
than that of an independent contractor.



As an influencer, you must accept that you, as an influencer, will comply with the overall
requirements and put in the work required to fulfill your part of the agreement with the company
regarding the campaign. Therefore, it is important that, prior to joining the campaign/team, you
familiarize yourself with the framework imposed on you as an influencer by the company in
question that you are to represent, as well as comply with the obligations below.

If guidelines are not followed, e.g. including but not limited to:
● post on time
● use the right tags as well as hashtags
● comply with brand guidelines
● etc.

has the brand with which the collaboration has been entered into with the unreserved right not to
pay you, as well as invoice you for the full retail value of any received/sponsored products.

4.2 Campaign obligations
On the influencer's post, it must be clearly stated that it is advertisement.

It is therefore very important that you as an influencer in your mention of the products comply with
the rules that apply in the individual country. According to Section 6 of the Marketing Act,
subsection 4 Denmark, the trader must clearly state the commercial intention with any form of
commercial practice, including advertising.
In the mention, it must therefore be clearly stated that it is advertising

The start of your text MUST be clearly marked with one of the following texts.
● "Advertising"
● "Advertisement"

The following is NOT enough:
● Advertising The markings are at the bottom of a post or among hashtags
● Unclear words like "sponsor" or "ad"
● Marked as a gift from XXXX
● Name of company
● @product
● #product

Before entering into each campaign, the sample campaign brief must be read through, and it is
thus accepted when registering for the campaign.

If the campaign includes a campaign link, this must also be shared in the post, as well as in a
possible link tree and/or bio/description on your profile as long as the campaign is active. The link
must be visible for the same minimum period as your content must be up.

The Influencer acknowledges that violation of this article 4.2 may result in third party claims and
the Influencer warrants to indemnify the Company in this regard.



4.3 Use of commercial music
In the event that the Influencer uses music in Video Content, the Influencer will only use music that
is available for commercial use, unless otherwise mutually agreed with the Company.
The Influencer acknowledges that violation of this article 4.3 may result in third party claims and
the Influencer warrants to indemnify the Company in this regard.

4.4 Obligations to DreamInfluencers
The influencer gives consent for DreamInfluencers to contact the influencer directly on
DreamInfluencer's platform or by mail and telephone for the purpose of: collaborations, invitations,
offers or anything else that is found relevant to the influencer in connection with their profile.

The influencer gives consent that DreamInfluencer's business partners may contact the influencer
directly on DreamInfluencer's platform with a view to: collaborations, invitations, offers or anything
else that is considered relevant to the influencer.

The influencer is obligated to share a sponsored image for 3 months on his Instagram / TikTok
profile. After the 3 months, the influencer can choose to delete the image if the influencer wants
this. This rule applies unless otherwise specifically stated in the campaign description.

The influencer is required to have their Social media profile open (a public profile). The influencer's
profile must therefore not be private.

5. INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS
The influencer gives DreamInfluencers permission to use the influencer's image and video material
taken in connection with this collaboration, so that this image and video material can be used for
PR purposes and marketing of DreamInfluencers for sales promotion purposes and for advertising
of DreamInfluencers. This point applies both to DreamInfluencers and DreamInfluencers' business
partners who may wish to use the influencer's video and image material. This material may be
used for up to 24 months after uploading, unless otherwise specifically stated in the campaign
description. Regardless of the before mentioned, after 24 months such material may continue to be
available online for example in the history on the Company’s social media profiles

6. DISCLAIMER
DreamInfluencers disclaims any responsibility for any changes, errors or crashes on social media
on which the campaign takes place. DreamInfluencers cannot guarantee that the individual
influencer will enter into cooperation with a specific company or certain campaigns, as it is only the
companies that approve the influencer for the individual campaigns.

DreamInfluencers are not included as part of any agreement between the influencer and a
company. DreamInfluencers can thus under no circumstances be held responsible in connection
with any discrepancies between the influencer and the company.



Under no circumstances can DreamInfluencers be held liable for operating loss, profit loss,
consequential loss, indirect loss, damage, indirect damage, consequential damage or other indirect
loss and damage that may arise from the use of DreamInfluencer's platform, or obstruction of
access to it. Covers and delivery of services or products thus only take place between the
influencer and the company, and any discrepancies must thus be resolved in connection with
normal principles between the influencer and the company.

DreamInfluencers cannot be held responsible for operating loss, loss of profit, consequential loss,
indirect loss, damage, indirect damage, consequential damage or other indirect loss and damage
for the user or supplier in connection with the agreement between the parties.

Any information provided by DreamInfluencers cannot replace legal advice.

7. DEFAULT POWERS
7.1. Rights of Default in Relation to DreamInfluencers
If the influencer fails to cooperate with DreamInfluencers, DreamInfluencers has the right to
immediately terminate the cooperation with the influencer in accordance with section. 4.3

7.2. Default powers in relation to the company
If the influencer fails to cooperate with the company, the company has the right to immediately
terminate the cooperation with the influencer in accordance with section 4.1. In connection with the
cancellation, the influencer must repay and/or return the amount or the services that the influencer
may have received as part of or as payment for the campaign.

If the influencer fails to cooperate, the company can also demand full or partial compensation, and
as a minimum compensation corresponding to what the influencer has received from the company.

8. TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
Should an influencer wish to terminate the agreement, this must take place by written or digital
announcement directly to DreamInfluencers. In the event of termination of a collaboration, the
relevant influencer's information will be deleted from DreamInfluencers within 30 days of the
termination of the agreement.

Both DreamInfluencer and the Company can terminate the collaboration with immediate effect. If
the Influencer is currently collaborating with a Company, the Influencer is obliged to complete this
collaboration before the Influencer can terminate the collaboration with DreamInfluencers.

8.1 CONTROLS
DreamInfluencers carries out monthly checks to ensure that the influencers in the system meet the
formal requirements that are set when creating an account. This is to ensure that the influencers
remain a good match for the potential companies. If an influencer is no longer found to match our
platform, DreamInfluencers reserves the right to terminate the agreement in accordance with
clause 8.



9. PRIVACY POLICY
DreamInfluencers processes personal data about influencers in accordance with applicable data
protection legislation and our privacy policy, which is available on our website.

10. CHOICE OF LAW AND JURISDICTION
Any dispute between DreamInfluencrs and the Influencer must be settled according to Danish law.
However, the aforementioned choice of law rule does not include Danish law's rules of international
private law.

Any disputes between the Influencer and DreamInfluencers must be settled at the district court in
Copenhagen as the proper venue in the first instance. Regardless of the above, DreamInfluencers
can always choose to sue the Influencer at their home.

The terms and conditions were last changed on (7. February, 2024)


